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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an approximate method for the traffic 
analysis of switching system control structures with cen
tralized control. Modeling of such structures leads to 
complex queuing networks including queuing stations with 
cyclic service, clocked operation of switches, synchronous 
batch arrivals, priorities, and I/O-overhead. The analysis 
is based on a decomposition method where the total system 
is decomposed into subsystems which are analyzed in isola
tion. The interaction among the various subsystems is 
described by their interface traffic processes through 
assumptions of statistical independence and recurrence. 
Results are reported on elementary operations and subsys
tems along with computer simulations for validation pur
poses. The analysis method is also applied to a case study 
to demonstrate the usefulness of it for capacity estimation, 
performance analysis, and optimization of the control of 
telephone and data switching systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM 

In modern systems for switching of telephone calls central
ized computer devices are used operating under various 
modes of control. Signals of subscribers or devices are 
generated within the distributed periphery and must be 
transmitted to partially or fully centralizec control de
vices for processing. Analogously, the resulting control 
irtstructions must be transmitted in the reverse direction 
for execution of operations, see Fig. 1. 

Similar structures can be found in access networks of data 
switching nodes for computer communications using message 
or packet switching. User data are stored intermediately 
within the peripheral network access control devices, 
packetized, and transmitted to the next network level in 
a store-and-forward operation mode. The control within 
the periphery often operates on the basis of a cyclical 
scan (polling), whereas the transfer of packets between 
the I/O-buffer devices and the central control (data 
switch) may be performed on an interrupt-driven, clocked, 
or again by a polling mechanism. 

The exchange of informations is extremely sensitive to 
intensity and statistical fluctuations of the traffic and 
underlies sharp bounds with respect to 

- throughput and capacity 
- waiting and response times 
- static and dynamic overload performance. 

The capacity and performance of such systems is subject to 
careful sizing of hardware components on the one hand and 
to intelligent operation of the control part on the other 
hand. Modeling has proven as a powerful tool in the design 
process of new systems as well as for tune up of systems 
being already in operation and having uncovered serious 
shortcomings through measurements, surveillance, or serv
ice monitoring. 

Modeling of such control structures often leads to complex 
queuing network models including queuing stations with 
cyclic service, clocked operation of switches, synchronous 
batch arrivals, priorities, and I/O-overhead. Unfortunately, 
all known analytic techniques fail for an exact analysis 
leaving simulation as the only method being adequate to 
such types of models. On the other hand, simulations of 
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such complexity are not uncritical due to the inherent pro
gram complexity, parameter multiplicity, and computer run 
time intensity. For this reason,. analytic techniques are 
still required for sizing, estimation, and optimization 
purposes. 

1.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

In Section 2 of this paper, a queuing network model is· con
sidered including typical elements of switching system con
trol such as cyclically operated servers (scanning, polling), 
clocked service of buffers, and priority service of clocked 
batch arrivals with I/O-overhead. 

Section 3 presents an analysis method for such types of net
works which is based on a decomposition principle. This 
principle is an extension of a previously suggested method 
[1,2J by which the network is split up into subsystems. 
Typical subsystems are queuing stations of the types GI/G/l 
with cyclic service and overhead, GI/C/n with clocked serv
ice, and C~~~/G/l with synchronously arriving (~locked) 
batches of arrivals, priorities, and I/O-overhead. Also, 
fixed delay elements can be included easily. The network 
is analyzed through an isolated analysis of the various sub
systems by considering their interface traffic streams con
sistently with r .espect to two moments only and by assumptions 
of statistical independence and recurrence of processes. The 
global network results are found by composition of subsystem 
results. 

In Section 4, some numerical results are reported together 
with computer simulations for both subsystems and network 
models. The method is also applied in a case study to show 
the usefulness for capacity and performance estimations as 
well as for the optimization of the I/O-clock interval with 
respect to the mean response time of the central control. 

Special derivations of some submodel results are given in 
the Appendices. 
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2. MODELING OF SWITCHING SYSTEM CONTROL 

Subsequently. a queuing network model is considered with a 
principal structure and with elements typical for a wide 
spectrum of application cases in telephone and data switch
ing systems. At first. various component models are reviewed 
in Section 2.1; an example of a resulting total model is 
given in Section 2.2. 

2.1 COMPONENT MODELS 

2.1.1 Peripheral Control 

Typical peripheral control devices in telephone switching 
systems are subscriber circuits. junctors. dial receivers. 
line or trunk scanners. etc.; they act as interfaces between 
signal sources and the I/O-devices of the centralized con
trol and perform tasks of call signal processing. Call sig
nals typically indicate changes of the subscriber state or 
trunk state. or they carry part of the dialing information. 
The signals are stored intermediately for transfer into the 
I/O-buffers. It is assumed that the various peripheral 
buffers are cyclically scanned (polled). 

GI 
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~ Queuing model GI/G/l with cyclic service 

Fig. 2 shows an adequate model for this operation consisting 
of g groups (peripheral queues) and a single server which 
scans the various queues in cyclic order. At each nonempty 
queue. one customer (signal, request) is served before the 
server changes to the succeeding queue within the cycle. 

The arrival of customers within group j is described by the 
random interarrival time TAj' with a general independent 
(Glj) distribution function (d.f.) and the arrival rate 
Aj = l/E[TAjJ. j = 1,2, ... ,g. The j-customers require a 
random serV1ce time THj with general (Gj) distribution func
tion and average (mean) hj = E[THjJ. Finally, the server 
changes from queue j to queue j + 1 (modulo g) requiring a 
random overhead time TUj with general distribution (GUj) and 
average Uj' The queuing model of Fig. 2 be defined by the 
short notation GI/G/l with cyclic service and overhead. 

The service time in the model of Fig. 2 stands for the trans
mission time of a signal into the I/O-buffer. The overhead 
time may be interpreted as protocol signaling overhead and/ 
or physical changeover time. The model of Fig. 2 primarily 
describes the input of the control traffic flow; a similar 
model may be used for the reverse direction (signal distribu
tor) or for a combined operation as scanner and distributor. 

2.1.2 I/O-Control 

In switching systems with centralized control, various 
methods can be applied for the I/O of signals and instruc
tions such as asynchronous interrupts caused by every indi
vidual signal or instruction, synchronous (clocked) inter
rupts caused by an I/O-clock at equidistant time epochs. 
cyclic schedules. and others. The control of larger tele
phone exchanges usually operates under a clocked interrupt 
schedule. 
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In Fig. 3. a corresponding queuing model is shown for this 
type of operation. Customers arrive according to a general 
arrival process (GI) with rate A at the I/O-device where 
they are stored within the buffer. At each clock instant 
t = O.T • 2T •... a switch is closed for a short time and up 
to n customers may be removed from the buffer ' instantaneous
ly. The resulting queuing model of Fig. 3 may be defined by 
the short notation GI/C/n where "c" stands for the clocked 
service. If the buffer capacity is limited by s. the nota
tion GI/C/n-s will be used. 

In the general case, the buffer capacity is limited and/or 
the switch sample time is finite. For s < 00 , the queuing 
model operates as a combined delay and loss system; even 
in cases without true "losses" of customers, the probabil
ity of loss can be used as a sensitive criterion for a 
proper sizing of the buffer capacity. In case of finite 
sample times of the switch, it may be distinguished bet
ween a "nongated" and a "gated" operation depending on 
whether newly arriving customers are accepted for trans
fer during a sampling period or not. 

2.1.3 Centralized Control 

According to the clocked operation of the I/O, the central
ized control may be modeled by a queuing model with clocked 
batch arrivals. At the clock instant, the processor of the 
centralized control is interrupted and runs under control 
of the operating system to perform the I/O. The transferred 
control requests are assumed to be treated differently with 
respect to their priority to guarantee an immediate re
sponse for urgent requests. For this, the newly arriving 
requests are analyzed with respect to their priority du
ring the I/O-phase of the central processor and enqueued 
properly in their program request queues. After having 
completed an I/O-phase, the processor resumes execution 
of the interrupted program. Waiting program requests are 
scheduled for service according to a nonpreemptive prior
ity scheme. Under these assumptions, the central control can 
be accurately described by the queuing model of Fig. 4. 

synchr . 
clocked 
batch 
arrivals 

priority 
queues 

priority 
schedule 

central 
processor 

~ Queuing model C§~~/G/l with synchronous clocked 
batch arrivals, priorities, and I/O-interrupt 
overhead 
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In the model of Fig. 4, batches of customers of class 1 
through class P arrive synchronously with the clock inter
rupt signal. The batch characteristic within class j is 
descri~ed by :he distribution ofkthe random batc~ size Kj 
or by 1tS ord1nary moments E [Kj ] , k=1,2, ... , J=1,2, ... ,P. 
The ~chronous ~locked batch arrival process type may be 
indicated by the short notation C~~&. Especially, the 
"batch size" of the clock interrupts is KO = 1. The inter
rupt overhead time THO may be generally d1stributed (GO) 
characterized by its ordinary moments hO(k) = E [THOk] , 
k = 1,2, .... Customers of class j require a random service 
time THj with ~eneral distributi~n (Gj) and ordinary moments 
hi (k) = E [THj ] , k = 1,2, ... , J = 1,2, ... ,Po The P classes 
of customers are scheduled for service according to nonpre
emptive priorities NI, N2, ... , NP. The clocked interrupts 
have preemptive (p) or nonpreemptive (N) priority over cus
tomers of classes 1 through P. Once a customer has been pre
empted, its service is resumed immediately after completion 
of the I/O-phase. 

2.2 TOTAL MODEL 

Using the component subsystems of the previous section, 
Fig. 5 shows an example of a total network model for the 
input path of the switching system control. 
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The total model consists of three typical levels A, B, and 
C, representing peripheral control (A), I/O-control (B), 
and centralized control (C). Also, requests may be fed into 
the network in the various levels; an example is shown in 
Fig. ,5, where requests of the common channel interoffice 
signalling (CCIS) are enqueued in the I/O-buffers. Simi
larly, certain requests may "leave" the network model after 
having passed only part of the network levels. 
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Compared to Fig. 5, a more complete model is obtained when 
the output path of the resulting control instructions is 
added. Herewith, however, a general problem arises which 
cannot be described adequately within the current queuing 
network framework: The control may react to one request 
with an arbitrary number X of instructions, X = 0,1,2, ... , 
xmax . This refers to a branching process which is not yet 
well understood in queuing network analysis. Here, the 
described decomposition method is especially advantageous: 
the control instructions are usually generated clockwise 
again; within the decomposition methodology,this process 
can be adequately described by a clocked batch arrival 
process (C[XJ) again, which fits into the method completely. 

3. ANALYSIS OF SWITCHING SYSTEM CONTROL 

In this section, the objectives and analysis principle are 
outlined at first. Then, the various basic elements of the 
decomposition algorithm are described; for special deriva
tions and results it is referred to the Appendices or to 
the respective literature. The section closes with the 
application of these basic elements to networks. 

3.1 OBJECTIVES AND ANALYSIS PRINCIPLE 

3.1.1 Objectives of the Performance Analysis 

The basic objectives can be summarized as follows: 

a) quantitative analysis of the signal flow with respect 
to frequency and statistical properties 

b) quantitative estimation of resource utilizations 

c) quantitative analysis of the control performance with 
respect to waiting times and response times under normal 
and under stationary overload conditions 

d) sizing (dimensioning) of hardware and software resources, 
especially with respect to optimum resource utilization 
and optimum system operation. 

Because of the model complexity, special effects, such as 
subscriber behavior in reaction to system operation, soft
ware resource limitations, etc., cannot explicitly be con
sidered and remain to a refined modeling of the respective 
submodels. 

3.1.2 Principle of the Analysis by Decomposition 

Following the general line of ' [1,2] , the main principles 
are: 

a) Decomposition of the network into basic subsystems such 
as one-stage queuing stations or subnets 

b) Isolated analysis of subsystems through consideration 
of input and output processes 

c) Approximation of processes through assumptions of inde
pendence and recurrence 

d) Description of processes by at least two parameters such 
as means and variances of interarrival times, batch 
sizes, etc . 

e) Composition of network results from subsystem results. 

It may be mentioned that the decomposition should be carried 
out at those points of the network where independence is 
supported; typical criterions for this are: merging of a 
large number of traffic streams, buffering, of requests for 
clocked service, and splitting of traffic streams favoring 
the randomization of the resulting traffic streams. 

3.2 ELEMENTS OF THE DECOMPOSITION METHOD 

3.2 . 1 Queuing Models GI/G/l with Cyclic Service 

Queuing models of the type M/G/l with and without overhead 
have been analyzed mainly in case of exhaustive cyclic 

' service, i.e. when each queue is served repeatedly until 
no further customer is left before the server changes to 
the next queue within ~he cycle, see, e.g. [3-7] and 
references there. The case of a limited number of customers 
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served from a queue per cycle (non-zero switch rule) is 
extremely difficult and has been treated exactly only in 
case of g - 2 queues without overhead [8,9]. A first 
approximate solution for an arbitrary number of queues 
and overhead was reported in [10). 

An analysis for cyclic queuing systems of the type M[X]/G/l 
has been reported in [ll], where M[X] stands for "Batch 
Poisson Input", i.e. a batch arrival process with expo
nentially distributed interarrival times of batches and 
general batch size distributions. The analysis is carried 
out through an imbedded Markov chain approach and the 
introduction of conditional cycle times. The analysis in 
[llJ yields the following analytic results: 

a) A general stability criterion for GI/G/l queues with 
cyclic service. 

b) The cycle time distribution function (d.f.) in case of 
GI/G/l queues with ordinary cyclic service (2.1 cus
tomers served from a queue per cycle). 

c) Generating functions of the probabilities of state of 
each queue at the scanning and at the departure 
instants as well as the waiting time d.f. in case of 
queuing systems M[XJ/G/l with ordinary cyclic service 
together with their corresponding averages. 

Subsequently, some of the results of [11] are cited as far 
as necessary in this context. The following notations will 
be used: 

TC 
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c 
(k) 

conditional cycle time for queue j 
(i.e. the time interval between two 
successive scan instants of queue j) 
without or with service of a j-cus
tomer in a cycle, respectively 

random cycle time 

k-th ordinary moments of TC!' .TC'.', or 
TC' respectively (the superJcript k is 
omitted for k = 1) • 

average cycle time when no customer is 
served during a cycle, c

O
=u

l
+u

2
+ ... +u

g 

random service time or overhead time 
for queue j, respectively 

k-th ordinary moments of T
Hj

, T
Uj

' 
respectively 

coefficients of v~riation of THj , TUj ' 
respectively 

arrival rate of customers in queue j 

random batch size of arriving batches 
in queue j 

server utilization through customers 
of queue j, Pj = Ajh j 

total server utilization, 
P PI + P2 ~ ... + Pg 

probability of service .of a j-customer 
at the scan instant of queue j 

probability of service of an i-cus
tomer within a C!-or Cj-cycle, 
respectively J 

average wa~t~ng time of a j-customer 
having arrived in k-th position within 
his batch, k = 1,2, ... 

average waiting time of a j-customer 

random interdeparture time of the out
put process 

coefficient of variation of Tn 

expectation operator 

variance operator 

With these notations, the results are: 

__ Co 
c! 
J l-Po+P j . , 

C'.' = 
J 

c .. Oa-c) 

a' = A.C~ a" = A.C'.' 
J~ ~ J 

a.= A.C 
J J 

(2a-c) 
J~ ~ J 

i=1,2, ... ,g. 

g 
~ (a!.h~2)- a~:h:) VAR[Tcj] ~ VAR[Tu·] + (3a) 

J~ ~ i=l ~ i=tj J ~ ~ 

g 
(a '.' . h ~ 2) - a'.':h:) VAR[Tcj] ~ VAR[TU·] + ~ + VAR[T

Hj
] 

i=l ~ i+j J ~ ~ J ~ ~ 

(3b) 

VAR[T
C 

] = 0-a.).(VAR[Tc~]+c~2) + a.· (VAR[T
C

'·'] + c,.,2) 2 
- c 

J J J J J J 

, (2) A . c,:(2) A .c,:(2) E[K:] 
(3c) 

c. 
Wjl= ~+ 

] ] + ] l .{~ - l} (4a) 
2c! 20-A .c'.') 2(1-A j Cj> E[K.] J J J 

J 

Wjk= w. \+ (k-l )c': , k 1,2, ... (4b) 
Jl J 
, (2) A . c,.'(2) c'.' E[K~] c. 

w. ~+ ~ ] ] .{~ - I} (4c) 
J 2c~ 2 1-A . c '.' ) + 2(1-A j cj> E[K.] 

, 
J J J 

J 

j = 1,2, ... ,g. 

Under the assumption of symmetrical system parameters, i.e. 
Gj = G, GUj = GU, Aj =. A/g, hj = h, Uj = u, CHj = cfl' cU·=cU' 
the output process ~s given by the departure rate ~ an~ the 
coefficient of variation of interdeparture times cn: 

A 

p2·c2 + (l-p){l-p 
H 

The proof of equations (5a,b) is given in Appendix 1. 

(Sa) 

(5b) 

With eqs.(1-5), the performance and the output process of 
cyclic queuing systems of the type M[XJ/G/l are known 
suitable for the decomposition algorithm. The latter ex
pressions (5a,b) hold even in case of GI/G/l with ordinary 
cyclic service (see also Section 4.1). 

3.2.2 Queuing Models GI/C/n-s with Clocked Service 

For queuing systems with clocked service, analytic results 
are known for various special cases such as M/C/n [12] , 
M/C/l-s and M/C/n-s [13,14], and Ek/C/n-s [IS). The anal
ysis is carried out by means of an imbedded Markov chain. 
With that technique, an extension to models H2/C/n-s or 
M[XJ/C/n-s seems also feasible so that a sufficient spec
trum of basic models is provided. Also, the basic model 
M/C/n-s has been tabulated for a large number of parameter 
combinations [16). 

To apply these results in a network surrounding, at first 
the specific input process and,secondly, the departure 
process must be found. The first case leads generally to 
the problem of superposition of several input streams 
(see Section 3.2.4 and [1,2J ). 

For the departure process, consider the distribution 

lim 
i~ 

k = 0,1, ... (6) 

of the number X of wa~t~ng customers immediately before the 
service instant. This distribution is found by a proper 
construction of the imbedded Mark6v chain as solution of 
the linear system of state equations. From this distribu
tion, the distribution of the size K of transferred cus
tomers per clock instant follows directly: 

k = 0,1, ... ,n-l 

P{K=k} (7) 

k n. 
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The output process of this queuing system is a clocked 
batch process. symbolized by CCXJ With'the ciock period 
and the batch distribution qk' k .. O.l •...• n. the output 
process is completely defined. Note. however. that the 
approximation consists in this case essentially of the 
assumption of independence between successive batch sizes 
which is in the general case not true because of (a) the 
limited number n of transferred customers per clock in
stant. (b) the finite buffer capacity s. and. in the 
general case. (c) the non-Markovian arrival process of 
customers. 

3.2.3 Queuing Models C~~J/G/l ~ith Synchronous Clocked 
Batch Input. Priorities. and I/O-Overhead 

For the general model ' C~~~/G/l with priorities and 1/0-
overhead no exact solution is known yet. For models with 
one class of customers analytic results are known in case 
of C[Xl/D/l [12J. and dX]/M/l [17], both without over
head. and in case of C[XJ/Ek/l-s with overhead [lBJ. An 
approximate analysis for the case C[Xl/G/l has been re
ported in [19J; for this model. tabulated results have 
also been provided [16J. 

To analyze the general model. we proceed as follows: 

a) Analysis of the corresponding model M[X]/G/l with pri-
orities and I/O-overhead SYN 

b) Heuristic correction of the obtained result through 
comparison of corresponding results of similar models. 

The referred model M§~/G/l differs from the actual one 
onZy' in the distribution of the time intervals between 
the synchronous arrival instants. In summary. this model 
features the following properties: 

(1) P classes of priorities (class 1 has highest priority) 
(2) Synchronous arrival instants for all customers 
(3) Exponentially distributed interarrival times · 
(4) General batch sizes individually for each class 
(5) General service times individually for each class 
(6) General I/O-overhead times 
(7) Preemptive or . nonpreemptive priority of the 1/0- signals 
(B) Nonpreemptive schedule for customers of the P classes. 

The analysis of this model is outlined in Appendix 2 and 
yields basically the mean waiting time w. for customers 
of class i. i = 0.1.2 •...• p (class 0 ref~rs to the waiting 
time of interrupts because of the exponential interarrival 
characteristic). With the notations of Section 2.1.3. the 
following results are derived in Appendix 2: 

w ... 
1. 

• preemptive interrupt 
priority of I/O 

• nonpreemptive priority 
of I/O 

(Ba) 

(Bb) 

[

p h(2) i-I i-~ h E[K~ 
L P ._\1- + L O-p )ElK]h + L P .~.{-- -I} 

\1=0 \I 2h\l \1=0 :5...\1 \I \I \1=0 \I 2 E [K ] 
\I 

h. E[K~] ] / 
+ O-P<i-l)· 21.·{-[ 1.] -I} O-P<i_l)(l-P<i)' (9) 

- E K. --
1.. 

i=1.2 •...• P. 

Eq.(9) holds for both preemptive and nonpreemptive 1/0-
priority. The average response time r i of class i customers 

fo :li
OW

: {aC:O:d ~ng h
t
io/ 0-PO) ~~~:;r:~ v: /~/~rruPt 0 Oa) 

w. + h. nonpreemptive priority (lab) 
1. 1. of '1/0 

i = 1.2 •...• P. 

In eqs.(8)-(10) Pi - Aihi defines the server utilization 
through customers of class i (where Aa .. 1fT ). and 
P<i .. PO+ Pl +···+ Pi' i = 0.1.2, ... ,P. 
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It can also be shown that eq.(9) differs from the cor- , 
responding result for the M[Xl/G/l queue with I/O-overhead, 
nonpreemptive priorities but asynchronpuFJ arrival instant's; 
then the second term within the parenthesis is missing. 

The results of the model M§~/G/l overestimate the mean 
waiting time compared to the actual model CS'~/G/l. 
A heuristic correction principle is now applied which 

, has been proven rather successfully if properly applied: 
This principle states essentially. that the ratios of a 

I system 'characteristic are identical when comparing systems 
' which differ only in one aspect. If the solution of three 
neighbor systems is known, the fourth one can easily be 
calculated (It may be mentioned that such relations turned 
out to be exact in certain cases). The correction is found 
by the following balance: 

Wil [X J wl . C[Xl/G/ l CSyN/G/l 

nonEreemE·Erioritx P .. P<i 
(11) 

Vii i X J/G/ l wl M[X]/G/l 
SYN 

P = P~i nonpreemp. p.riority 

i = 1.2 •...• P. The correspondini results on the right hand 
side of (11) are known from f19J in case of C[XJ/G/l. 
and from [20J in case of M[X /G/l. The accuracy of this 

. method is validated in Section 4.3. 

3.2.4 Superposition of Processes 

A basic operation in the decomposition algorithm is the 
superposition of two or more traffic streams. The result
ing traffic stream again is characterized by its inter
ar.ri val time d. f. under the recurrence assumpt ion. For 
processes with 8ingZe . arrivals a concept has been sug
gested in [1.2] using results of the forward recurrence 
times of recurrent processes and a two-parameter phase
type substitution of the actual processes. The results 
were reported in [2] and will not be reproduced here. 

Now we are faced with the problem of ·the superposition of 
SynchronOU8 batch arrivals according to Fig. 6. 

Fig.6. Superposition of synchr. , Fig.7. Decomposition of a 
batch arrivals batch arrival process 

This problem arises when superimposing the transferred 
customers from the I/O-buffers at each clock instant. c.f. 
Fig. 5. Given the component traffic stream j by the inter
arrival time d.f. of batches. the batch size distribution 
qjk' k = 0.1 •...• and the arrival rate Aj, we ask for 
the corresponding results after the superposition of all 
processes i = 1.2, ...• G. 

Under the assumption of independence between successive 
batches. the resulting stream is completely described by 
the interarrival time d.f. of batches and the distribution 
qr = p{ K = r}, r = 0.1.; ... The latter follows by a 
convolution of all component batch distributions accord
ing to 

1: 
i

l
+i

2
+···+iG=r 

r=O.l •... (2) 

This operation can be performed recursively by successive 
. convolutions of two processes in each case'. With the gener
at'ing function of qjk' viz. 

= 1,2, ... ,G, (13a) 
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the generating function of qr follows as 

G 
G(z) 1: 

r 
IT G. (z) (13b) q ·z 

r=O r j=l J 

from which we find 

- • -=---G (z,) 1 d
r 

I 
r! dz r z=O 

' r = 0,1, ... , (14a) 

(14b) 

d
2 

= -2 G(z)1 
dz z=l 

E[K] . (14c) + 

3.2.5 Decomposition of Processes 

The inverse operation to the superposition is that of de
composition of one traffic stream into P individual streams 
where an arbitrary arriving customer is routed in direction 

I i according to an independent probability y., 'i=1,2, ... ,P, 
see Fig. 7. ~ 

For ,aingZy arr~v~ng customers, the results follow directly 
Iby consideration of the compound distribution [1,2J. 

Then, 

A. 
~ 

2 
c. 
~ 

y.A 
~ 

(15a) 

i 1,2, ... ,P, (15b) 

where c, ci denote :the coefficients of variation of the origi
nal or component processes, respectively. 

Now, we consider the problem of decomposition of batch proc
esses as indicated in Fig. 7. This problem arises at the 
central control in Fig. 5 where the batch of arriving cus
tomers must be distributed to the various priority queues. 
Assuming equal portions of priority customers within each 
stream, then 

i = 1,2, ... ,P (16) 

simply represents the frequency of class-i requests within 
~ the whole stream of control requests, where A=Al+A2+ ... +Ap' 
Under the assumption of independence, the conditional dis~ 
tribution qiklr = P{Ki=kIK=r} of the batch size Ki is 

k 

which yields for ,qik P{K.=k} 
~ 

0,1, ... ,r, 

k 
i 

0,1, .. . 
1,2, ... ,P, 

(17a) 

(17b) 

and q by eq.(14a). The first and second moments are found 
from ~q.(17b) as 

E[KJ 1: kq'k YiE[K] = Ai"T, (18a) 
k=O ~ 

E[K7] 
2 

Y i (1 -Y i ) E [ K J + Y~E [}(2] . (18b) = L k q'k 
~ k=O ~ ~ 

If the original stream were made up by superposition of 
several streams with unequaZ portions of priority requests, 
the decomposition operation had to be carried out at first 
for each stream individually; the resulting batch size dis
tribution for class-i priority requests follows then by su
perposition of all individual class-i-batches, i=1,2, ... ,Po 

3.3 APPLICATION TO NETWORKS 

In networks without feedbacks,like the type shown in Fig.5, 
the analysis can be performed step by step through applic
ation of the basic elements. The average network flow time 
of a test customer follows by summing up his component flow 
times having suffered in the network stations passed. Net
works with feedbacks can also be treated; then, an iterative 
algorithm must ,be applied for the consistency of traffic 
variances [1, 2J . 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 

In this section, we first give some results of single, net
work elements for validation purposes. Finally, the results 

: are applied in a case study for capacity and performance 
, estimations. 

4.1 VALIDATION OF ANALYTIC RESULTS 

4.1.1 Queuing Models with Cyclic Service 

In Fig. 8a the mean waiting time w is shown versus the uti
lization P for queuing systems of the types M/~/l and 

, M[X] /D/l with small and heavy overhead. The comparison with 
computer simulations (100 000 call events, 95% confidence 
levels) generally shows a good accuracy. For further vali
dations see

2
[11J. Fig. 8b shows the squared coefficient of 

variation CD of the output process of various cyclic queu
ing systems GI/G/l versus P. 

10
3
r----r-----T"""I'----, 

w 
h -- Poisson arr. ' I 

-- batch arr'iv': 
I simulation / 

a) 

10°L-___ ~~ __ ~ ___ ~ 

2 
<!D 

o .6_p .9 .25 -P 

~ Mea~ w~itin& time wand output coefficient of 
var~at~on cn versus utilization p for queuing 
systems with cyclic service 

Fig. 8a: M/D/l; M[XJ/D/ l (const. batch size 4) 
g = 10 queues 
Co =1 h, 5h constant overhead times 

Fig. 8b: GI/G/l, g = 20 queues, u/h = 1.0 
constant overhead times 

Note, that the result eq.(5b) of the approximate theory 
does neither depend on the type of GI nor on g. Tabl~ 1 
compares the theoretical results for systems GI/D/l and 
GI/M/l with simulation results in case of various types 
of arrival processes. Generally, the accuracy increases 
with the utilization p and with the overhead ratio u/h. 
A similar accuracy was found in case of batch arrivals 
except for very small loads. We also see from Table 1 that, 
compared to the arrival process, the cyclic queuing 
system can affect the output process in either way: 
more smoothed or more peaked. 

u/h .2 1.0 

P .200 .400 .600 .800 .100 .200 .300 .400 

GI/D/l .667 .400 .200 .067 .720 .480 .280 .120 ----- -- --- -- ---- -----
E4/D/ l .752 .424 .147 .009 .761 .517 .291 .125 
M/D/l .820 .468 .164 .009 .788 .530 .302 .128 

H2/D/l .845 .508 .184 .012 .805 .536 .297 .128 

Gr/M/l .707 .560 .560 .707 .730 .520 .370 .280 -- -- -- -------- --- ---
E4/M/ l .792 .628 .543 .646 .762 .559 .393 .289 
M/M/l .880 .640 .541 .650 .801 .561 .384 .290 

H2/M/ l .867 .682 .568 .637 .816 .575 .390 .287 

Table 1. Validation of output processes (c~) of 'GI/D/l and 
GI/M/l queues with cyclic service 

Parameters: g = 20 queues, overhead ratios u/h = 0.2; 1.0 
constant overhead times 
cA= 1.5 in case of arrival process H2 
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4.1.2 Queuing Models with Synchronous Clocked Batch Input 
and Priorities 

In the following we consider the important case of P = 2 
classes of priorities. Figs. 9a,b show the results of the 
me~n waiting times wl and w2 for the queuing models CS[iJ/E2/1 
(F1g. 9a) and C~~~/H2/1 (Fig. 9b). Also, the(exact) inter
mediate results 01 the corresponding models with exponent
ially distributed (but synchronous) interarrival times are 
given for comparison. The simulation results indicate an 
acceptable accuracy. We also see from Figs. 9a,b that the 
clocked arrival process yields always smaller waiting times 
than randomly arriving batches and, secondly, the typical 
priority behavior is maintained in that the lower priority 
requests saturate at a certain point while the higher pri
ority requests are still executed under normal performance. 

100r----------,--------~~ lOOr---------~-----------, 

w. 
1 

w. 
1 

11 

1 t 
10r-----------~~~--~~ 

a) b) 

.l~--------~----------~ .l~----------~-----------J 
o .5 -p (I .5 -p 

~ Mean waiting times wl and w2 versus utili~ation p 
for priority queuing models with synchronous 
clocked batch arrivals 

Common: Al = 'A
2

, hI = h2 = h, ,/h = 5, hO 0 

Poisson distributed batch sizes 

4.2 CASE STUDY OF A SWITCHING SYSTEM CONTROL 

4.2.1 Capacity and Performance 

Finally, an example network of the type sketched in Fig. 5 
is considered. The corresponding results for the component 
average flow or response times rA, rB' and rC and for the 
total average response time r are plotted in Fig. 10 versus 
the total arrival rate A of control requests (parameters of 
the model are listed in the figure capture). The various 
traffic streams have been calculated as outlined in Sect.3. 
For model C the respective result of rC is also given for 
the case of a Poisson batch size assumption in comparison 
to that batch size which results from the superposition of 
the component batch sizes. This additional approximation 
yields also acceptable results and can be applied more 
easily; furthermore, standardized tables can be used for 
the common control submodel [16]. The results of the sub
net being formed by the levels Band C alone were checked 
wi"th simulations yielding a rather acceptable accuracy. 

Fig. 10 demonstrates the application of the results to 
capacity and performance estimations. Because of :he . 
different saturation levels, the total response t1me 1S 
almost constant over a wide range of loads. The central 
control forms the system bottleneck and dominates the 
performance when approaching the system capacity. 

4.2.2 Optimization 

We consider now a slightly modified system with P = 2 pri
ority classes (Yl =Y2 = 0.5), constant I/O-overhead with 
hO = 2 msec, and Erlangian (E2) processing times with 
hI = h2 = 2 msec in level C. At every clock instant, all 
I/O-buffers are emptied completely. 
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r 
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----batch size eq.(l4) 
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l~--------~----------~----------~--------~ o .25 .50 ----... _A_.75 
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1.0 

Fig. 10. Component (rA' ra, rc) and total (r) average 
response times versus the arrival rate A of a 
switching 'control model 

Level A: 

G 10 control ranges, each with g 
u 2.5 msec constant overhead 
h 2.5 msec constant transmission time 
Poisson arrivals of control requests 

Level B: 

I/O buffers 

20 queues 

G 10 
n = 1 max. number of transferred requests per 

buffer , 
Level C: 

ho 
hI 
P 

10 

0 
2 

msec 

msec 

I/O clock period 

zero I/O-overhead 
constant proces~ing time 
one claas of priority only. 

Fig. 11 shows how the average response times rl and r2 
(including levels B and C) are affected by the clock 
period' indicating a typical optimum. It also shows, 
however, the stretch out of the optimu~ choices of , for 
each priority class with increasing system load. 
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Model C: M[X]/G/l 
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Fig. 11. Optimization of clock period T 
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APPENDIX 1: Output Process of the Queuing System GI/G/l 
with Cyclic Service and Switching Overhead 

In the following, an expression is derived for the Laplace
Stieltjes transform (LST) of the interdeparture time d.f. 
of the considered model GI/G/l with ordinary cyclic service 
but under symmetrical load conditions. 

Assuming independence between successiVe scanning instants, 
the server switches X times between two successive depart-

ure. with prOb::ili:,{ 0 x-I x = 0 (Al) 

(I-a)'a x > 0 

where a = Ac/g according to (2c). The interdeparture time 
TD is the sum of X random overhead ti~es TU and one service 
time TH' The generating function of px is 

G(z) E 
x=o 

x 
p z 

x 
az (A2) 

1- (I-a)z 

Le~ Dx(t? = P{TD ~ tlX x}. Then, Dx(t) is found by convol-
ut10n, V1Z. 

(A3) 

where ~U(s) and ~H(s) denote the LSTs of the overhead and 
service time d.f.s, respectively. The resulting d.f. of the 
interdeparture times follows from 

(A4) 

with LST 

~(s) r px~x(s) = ~H(s)'G(~U(s» 
a~U(s)~H(s) 

x=o 
1 - (I-a)~U(s)' 

From ~(s) we find the moments as 
(AS) 

E[TJ 
_ d~ (s) I h + E[X].u 

1 (A6) 
ds s=o I' 

E[T~] = d2~~.} I h(2) (2) 2 
+ E[X] ·(u +2hu-u) 

ds s=O 2 2 (A7a) 
+ E[X ] ·U 

From (A7a) we find with (AI) and (A6) 

+ (A7b) 

The output formula (A7b) is extremely simple and yields the 
exact results in the limiting cases ~ + 0 .,fior g +00 and 
A+A l/(h+u). 

max 

. . [X] /G/l . h APPENDIX 2: Analys1s of the Queu1ng Model MSYN W1t 
Priorities and I/O-Overhead 

Subsequently, a short outline is given for the derivation of 
eqs.(8-l0). The following derivation applies only to mean 
values using Little's formula and results of renewal theory; 
this method has been successfully applied to priority queuing 
systems with Markovian arrivals, see [2l,22J. 

In case of preemptive priority I/O-interrupts, Wo follows 
directly from the Po1laczek-Khintchine formula for M/G/l
queues (note, I/O-interrupts do' not preempt each other). For 
nonpreemptive priority of I/O-requests, I/O-requests are 
treated as highest class (0) customers in a M/G/l queue with 
nonpreemptive priorities; then, (Bb) follows directly from 
Cobham's results [2lJ. 

To derive w., we proceed as follows: First, an expression is 
derived for1wil' the average waiting time of the first cust
omer within a class-i-batch. Secondly, the relation between 
wil and wik is stated, the latter being the corresponding 
waiting time of the customer arriving on k-th position with
in his batch. Finally, wi can be found by averaging over all 
wik , k ~ 1,2, ... , considering the actual batch size distrib
ution. 

The average waiting time wil is composed of six terms: 

1. residual service time of the I/O-request or costomer 
being in service at the arrival instant 

2. residual service time of the interrupted customers of 
classes 1 through P 

3. total service time of waiting r/O-requests at the arriv
al instant (including the one having arrived together 
with the considered i-customer) 
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4. total service time of all wa1t1ng customers of classes 
1 through i which will definitely be served prior to 
the considered costomer 

5. total service time of customers of classes 1 through 
i-I arriving together with the considered customer 

6. total service time of all subsequently arriving r/o
requests and customers of classes 1 through i-I while 
the considered customer has not completed. 

Balancing their average values yields the following relation 
between wil and wl' w2" .. ,wi: 

P h(2) i-I 
E p ,_v ___ +(AowO+l)ho+ E (p w +h E[K J) 

v=o V 2hv v= 1 V V V V 

(Bl) 

i=1,2, ... ,P. 

Similarly, the relation between w
il 

and w
ik 

is found to be 

i-I (k-l)h. 
E (w' k- wil)Pv or wik = wil + ~.(B2) 

V=O 1 < 1-1 
+ 

Let q'k' k = 0,1, ... , be the batch size distribution for 
batch~s of class i. An i-customer arrives in a batch of size 
k with probability k·q'k/ElK.] (see [20J). The waiting time 
wi is found by averagiAg ovef wik yielding 

W. 
1 

(B3) 
Recursive solution of (Bl-B3) for i=1,2, ... ,P yields (9). 
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